Sensory Stimulation for Dementia Care

Sensory stimulation is the activation of one or more of the senses such as taste, smell, vision, hearing, and touch. Sensory stimulation enables us to engage with the environment and communicate in multiple and complex ways.

Confusion & isolation can prevent sensory stimulation

People are usually bombarded with sensory stimulation all day long to one extent or another; at home, on the street, when cooking or dancing and in many other aspects of daily living. This however is not always the case for elderly people living in long term care facilities, especially for those living with Alzheimer’s Disease. Often their overwhelming sense of fear, isolation and confusion will prevent them from experiencing sensory stimulation in their everyday lives.

Related: 20 Practical Activities for People Living with Alzheimer's

Sensory activities are key for people living with dementia

In the frustrating world of dementia and Alzheimer’s Disease, sensory stimulation is a key component for improving the quality of life of residents in long term care. Activity Programs should provide a variety of daily sensory activities to cater for different tastes.

Related: 15 Sensory Activities for Late-Stage Alzheimer's

One-on-One & Group Sensory Programs

Offering one-on-one and group sensory experiences can be challenging; you need to find the right balance so that you neither bore nor agitate residents. The aim is to keep the environment alive with sights and sounds and be mindful that unsuitable or exaggerated stimulation can cause anxiety.

Related: Tips for One-on-One Visits with Seniors

Sensory Rooms

Sensory rooms and other sensory enrichment programs are available and highly recommended but not all facilities have them. The good news is that there are a multitude of ways Recreation Professionals can assist to stimulate the senses, soothe, entertain and elicit positive emotions.

Related: Snoezelen Rooms & Sensory Environments for Dementia Care

Benefits of sensory stimulation:

- Improving cognitive symptoms and maintaining daily function.
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- Encouraging participation in social groups.
- Opportunity for reflection and trips down memory lane.
- Increased concentration and alertness.
- Facilitating communication.

Sensory Stimulation Ideas

No one knows your clients better than you. Some of the activities below are suitable for people in the early stages of the illness and some to the more advanced stages. As professional Recreation staff you must make an informed decision as to which ones are suitable and appropriate to offer your clients.

Related: Dementia Activities and Sensory Activities

Smell

- Place scented flowers in residents’ rooms.
- Create a sensory garden with herbs. Plant fragrant shrubs on soil or pots: gardenia (Gardenia jasminoids), mock orange (Philadelphus Belle Etoile), winter honey suckle (Lonicera fragrantissima). Also roses, remember that the majority of roses these days don’t have scent,
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make sure the ones you plant are fragrant such as Angel Face (Lavender floribunda), Grimson Glory, and any old and wild roses. Don’t forget the jasmines, wisteria, Lily-of-the-valley, violets and others.
Related: How to Start a Garden Club for the Elderly

- Use aromatherapy. Invest in an electric aroma diffuser; you have to shop around because they range from $40 to hundreds of dollars. The reason being they can be diffusers, vaporisers and humidifiers all at once so just buy what you can afford. Related: Aromatherapy Recipes
- Apply fragrance-free hand creams (fragrances are the most common allergens found in skincare products). Unscented hand lotion is not necessarily fragrance-free so stick to fragrance-free. There will still be a pleasant smell in fragrance-free hand creams.
- Facilitate delicious food smells to alert the senses, for instance, the smell of coffee brewing and cooking pancakes and bread.
- Small jars filled with fresh herbs such as lemon balm, Rosemary, and Basil on dining tables may stimulate appetite.
- Play games such as Guess the Smell: make sachets of cinnamon, cloves, thyme, basil, and others.
Related: Scent Guessing Game

Taste

- Introduce residents to new tastes: Have a ‘Multicultural Day’ occasionally and ask staff and residents’ relatives to bring typical food from their countries for tasting.
Related: Multicultural Day Ideas for Nursing Homes
- Offer old fashioned desserts such as Hummingbird Cake, Pound Cake, Bread & Butter pudding, Lamingtons, Peach Cobbler, and others.
Related: Cooking Activities
- Make a quiz game out of foods that are salty, sweet, sour and bitter. Ask questions:
  - Favourite salty/sweet, bitter, sour food.
  - Food I think is overrated
  - Food I would like to try
  - Food I will never try
  - Food everybody likes and I don’t

Sounds

- Facilitate listening to the sounds of nature, poems, and religious services according to choices of each individual.
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Related: 10 Spiritual Activities for People Living with Alzheimer's Disease

- Offer different music experiences such as: Folk, Brass, Classic, Nursery Rhymes, Church bells, Arab drums. (When offering music make sure it is not too loud and that it is not disturbing peers). Related: Sensory Stimulation with Wind Chimes


- Read poems, proverbs, limericks, tongue twisters and rhymed nursery rhymes.

- Provide one-on-one assistance with games, quizzes, reminiscing.
  Related: Reminiscing Activities for Seniors

Touch

- Massage hands and feet with essential oil mixture.

  Related: Hand Massage & Nail Care

- Hold special ‘Beauty Therapy’ days to groom hair, nails and offer facial masks.
  Related: Beauty Therapy Activity

- Invest in a spa bath.

- Play pairing and matching games
  Related: Pairing & Sorting Game

- A ‘Sensory Box’ or ‘Trinket Box’ is a box filled with personalized items precious to each individual. With the help of family make boxes with: knick-knacks, holiday’s photos, an old driver’s license, favourite perfume, awards, favourite book, religious mementos, and anything else dear to the person.

  Related: